
MARSEILLE BORELY - 23 March 

Race 1 

1. IRISH GANG - 5L third on auto start debut in this company last month at Cagnes-

sur-Mer. May improve. 

2. IGANDA - Unplaced in four auto starts thus far. More needed. 

3. IDEE NOIRE - Beaten a long way in two walk ups. Auto start debut. 

4. ILLA VILLA - Improved 2L third in this class last month. Each way chance. 

5. ICEHOUSE - Decent third on mobile debut at this venue eleven days ago. 

Thereabouts. 

6. IELLENA - Yet to place in four starts. Best watched. 

7. INTRIGANTE DARLING - Down the field on sole walk up last September. Needs 

sharp progress. 

8. INDIE LOVE - Improved fourth on second auto start attempt here earlier this month. 

Consider. 

9. IMPERATRICE VITELA - Unraced Vittel de Brevol filly. Market check advised. 

10. INUITS D'EM - Rancho Gede colt having first outing. Keep in mind if attracting 

market support. 

11. ICARE DARK - 9L defeat on sole start at this venue eleven days ago. Open to 

improvement. 

Summary 

ICEHOUSE (5) can progress after a good third on mobile debut at this track eleven 

days ago. Capable of a forward display. IRISH GANG (1) is among the leading hopes 

after delivering a 5L third on first auto start attempt among this company. More 

expected. ILLA VILLA (4) looks one to note after a 2L third in this grade. Definite each 

way chance. Keep INDIE LOVE (8) in mind for a placing if able to build on a fourth 

here. 

Selections 

ICEHOUSE (5) - IRISH GANG (1) - ILLA VILLA (4) - INDIE LOVE (8)  



Race 2 

1. FOLGADO - Scored in this class last campaign and midfield effort upped in grade at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

in December. Ease in level can help on return. 

2. FLEUR DU TRUFIER - Down the field in a driven event here eleven days back. Best watched on 

mounted debut. 

3. CIMOKO D'ANKAR - DQ in a weaker mounted race a fortnight ago at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Look 

elsewhere. 

4. EXCEPTIONAL DREAM - Modest mounted form prior to scoring in a driven race here eleven days 

ago. Others preferred. 

5. GANGSTER DAVANESS - Reached the frame twice in ten mounted starts. Others have more 

convincing profiles. 

6. GALACTIQUE MERITE - DQ in previous three outings including twice in this discipline. Has ability 

but others are more reliable. 

7. ELTON BALL - 2L success in this grade on mounted debut. Latest a good second at Cagnes-sur-

Mer two weeks ago. Key player. 

8. DEXTER BLUE - 5L sixth in a weaker walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer six days ago. Respected on 

mounted debut with no shoes. 

9. EAUKIR EVER - In good driven form this term including four places from previous six runs. Each way 

chance reverting to a mounted race without shoes. 

10. DORIS JENILOU - Unplaced on sole mounted start. Improvement needed after moderate driven 

attempts. 

11. COEUR D'HAVAROCHE - Three time mounted winner including in better company two outings 

back at Marseille Vivaux. Notable runner. 

12. CASH IS KING - Down the field in previous four mounted starts. Unlikely to feature. 

13. DILF DE CHAMANT - Yet to place in ten mounted starts. Impossible to recommend. 

Summary 

COEUR D'HAVAROCHE (11) maintains an excellent chance to win a fourth mounted race following a 

victory among better company on penultimate outing. Could be tough to pass. ELTON BALL (7) 

delivered a 2L success on first mounted start before a good runner up effort. Strong contender. EAUKIR 

EVER (9) can make the frame returning to this discipline after providing solid driven form. DEXTER 

BLUE (8) could sneak a placing. 

Selections 

COEUR D'HAVAROCHE (11) - ELTON BALL (7) - EAUKIR EVER (9) - DEXTER BLUE (8)  



Race 3 

1. FORREST JO - Scorer in this grade prior to a below par effort upped in class. Suitable target running 

barefoot. 

2. FLOCON DE GINAI - Improved when dropped to this level when winning at Chatillon nine days ago. 

Could replicate. 

3. FOR ME GEDE - Won and finished third in previous two starts in this grade. Key player. 

4. ECLAT D'ORVAL - DQ in three of previous four walk ups. Best ignored. 

5. FACTO PRIOR - Hit or miss character who scored in better company prior to a DQ in a Cagnes-sur-

Mer mobile event. Top chance if on best form. 

6. FRAYA D'ORGE - Down the field in a stronger walk up last month. Place chance down in grade 

racing barefoot. 

7. EAST LOVE - Mounted winner four outings back but may need this after an absence.  

8. FAR WEST DE CHENU - Two wins in tougher company in previous three walk ups. Notable runner 

with no shoes. 

9. FUNCHAL JELOCA - 6L sixth in a stronger walk up on reappearance at Strasbourg two weeks ago. 

Place option. 

10. ESCOUBLAC - Ninth in this grade on reappearance at Cagnes-sur-Mer six days ago. Others 

preferred. 

11. DIEGO OF CARLESS - Down the field in this class at Cagnes-sur-Mer last week. Hard to enthuse. 

Summary 

FOR ME GEDE (3) holds strong form in this grade with a win and a third on the previous two outings. 

Top contender in a winnable contest. FLOCON DE GINAI (2) improved when dropping into this level 

and winning last time. May replicate under suitable conditions. FAR WEST DE CHENU (8) maintains 

an attractive profile in this discipline. Produced two victories in better contests from three previous walk 

ups. Warrants thought. FACTO PRIOR (5) is inconsistent but on best form could be in with a chance. 

Not to be underestimated. 

Selections 

FOR ME GEDE (3) - FLOCON DE GINAI (2) - FAR WEST DE CHENU (8) - FACTO PRIOR (5)  



Race 4 

1. HALEX DARK - Off the mark on second start since resuming in weaker company last month at Saint 

Galmier. Could build on that. 

2. HEAGLE ONE - Reached the frame in three of previous four starts. Each way chance. 

3. HAGUE MAGIC - Three underwhelming efforts since resuming. Unlikely to feature. 

4. HARFANG DES ILES - Down the field in a Vincennes walk up last month. Others preferred. 

5. HARLEY DES PRES - 1L scorer in weaker company on fourth start since resuming at Cagnes-sur-

Mer start of this month. Each way option. 

6. HAKIM DES CHAMPS - 1L third in this class at Saint Galmier prior to a solid effort in a mobile event 

when runner up here eleven days ago. Consider. 

7. HERMES SCOTT - Scored in easier company prior to a fifth at Saint Galmier thirteen days ago. Each 

way option. 

8. HOW LONG DE NAPPES - Third and sixth in previous two starts in this class. Place angle without 

rear shoes. 

9. HAMISH - Mixed mounted form this term and unlikely to fare better back in a driven contest. 

10. HOUSTON SISSI - Improved racing barefoot with 5L success in weaker company at Marseille 

Vivaux start of last month. Others preferred with shoes back on. 

11. HERMINE TURGOT - Fifth and a DQ in previous two walk ups in stronger company. Suitable target 

running barefoot. 

12. HELSINKA D'HERIPRE - Two consecutive DQ in higher grades at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Hopes pinned 

on this ease in company. 

13. HUSSARDE - 3L fourth in a higher level Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up nine days ago. Key player at this 

lower grade racing barefoot. 

Summary 

HUSSARDE (13) produced a good effort in a stronger walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer nine days ago. This 

looks an easier race and may feature prominently at this lower level. HAKIM DES CHAMPS (6) posted 

a decent 1L third in this grade before a fare mobile run. Looks capable of putting in a forward display. 

HERMES SCOTT (7) holds strong each way claims if building on a Saint Galmier fifth. Can continue 

with the improved form. A placing is within reach for HALEX DARK (1) after a breakthrough victory 

second up at Saint Galmier. 

Selections 

HUSSARDE (13) - HAKIM DES CHAMPS (6) - HERMES SCOTT (7) - HALEX DARK (1)  



Race 5 

1. GITANA - Six places from thirteen auto starts. Others have stronger claims. 

2. GUARDA'S FELLA - Improved second in weaker company seventeen days ago in this discipline at 

Cagnes-sur-Mer. Place chance without shoes. 

3. GARDE RAPPROCHEE - Two places from eight auto starts thus far. Improvement needed. 

4. GIBSON DU DIGEON - 3L fifth on fourth mobile start earlier this month at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Not 

discounted for a placing with no shoes. 

5. GALICE D'HERFRAIE - Fourth in weaker company earlier this month at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Work to 

do up in class racing barefoot. 

6. GLYCINE DE JOUX - 1L success over this track and trip prior to ninth in this grade third up. Consider 

without shoes. 

7. GUERRIER CASTELETS - Dual auto start winner who finished runner up in this grade at Vincennes 

a month ago. Player. 

8. GRATTA KEKA - In good walk up form and dual auto start winner from six outings. Genuine chance 

running barefoot. 

9. GRAINE DE MAX - 4L fourth in this class prior to a good second in a Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up. Each 

way chance. 

10. GOLD DE LA COTE - Unplaced in eight auto starts. Ignore. 

11. GET LUCKY DE CAREL - Second in two of previous three auto starts in this standard. Player 

without shoes. 

12. GUNNAR LA MESANGE - Held in this class prior to a small break. Others readily preferred. 

13. GERMANY - DQ in five of previous six starts. Impossible to recommend. 

14. GIRONDA - DQ on previous auto start prior to a 6L sixth in a modest walk up. Minor role likely. 

15. GIANT MEC - One place from seven mobile attempts. Hard to enthuse. 

16. GENIE D'ATTAQUE - Three time auto start winner from nine outings in this discipline. Go well 

without rear shoes. 

Summary 

GENIE D'ATTAQUE (16) is a three time winner in this discipline from nine outings. Notable runner racing 

barefoot with further progress a possibility. GRATTA KEKA (8) looks to be reaching top form in walk 

ups. The dual auto start winner is respected revisiting this discipline. Genuine chance. GRAINE DE MAX 

(9) finished fourth in this grade prior to a fine second at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Consider. GUERRIER 

CASTELETS (7) warrants thought if able to replicate a good second at Vincennes. 

Selections 

GENIE D'ATTAQUE (16) - GRATTA KEKA (8) - GRAINE DE MAX (9) - GUERRIER CASTELETS (7)  



Race 6 

1. CAPRICE DE COSSE - Two places from eleven auto starts. Others preferred. 

2. CALZAC DE GUEZ - Midfield efforts in previous three starts in this grade. Similar role likely. 

3. CAMPO GRANDE - Second in this class prior to below par ninth at this venue. Could bounce back 

without shoes. 

4. EXPRESS LADY - Second three runs back prior to a DQ in this class of an auto start. Others more 

reliable. 

5. DANCER DU CADRAN - Five time auto start winner but shown little since resuming. Needs to 

progress third up. 

6. ESPOIR D'YVEL - Struggled in three walk ups since resuming and won previous auto start in this 

class. Respected. 

7. DANAKIL DE BELLEN - Holding form well in this grade of mobile events this term. Thereabouts 

racing barefoot. 

8. EASY ATOUT - 1L scorer in this company over this course and journey eleven days ago. Key player 

running barefoot. 

9. DEAR PRINCESS - Improved 3L success at this level thirteen days ago at Saint Galmier. In the mix. 

10. CIEL DE LUNE - 2L success in this discipline and grade prior to DQ on next auto start. Unreliable 

but has ability. 

11. BASTIAN T - Unplaced in both walk ups thus far. Marked improvement needed on auto start debut. 

12. DIVA DE GODREL - Woefully out of form. Ignore. 

13. CHOUKI DU BANNEY - Unplaced in nine auto starts. Opposed. 

14. DREAM ATOUT - 3L fourth in this class thirteen days ago at Saint Galmier. Placing at best with no 

shoes. 

15. DARBY KALOUMA - No worthwhile form since resuming. Minor role likely. 

Summary 

EASY ATOUT (8) bids for a hat-trick following a 1L success among this company over this track and 

trip eleven days ago. Key player if in the same form. One to note is DANAKIL DE BELLEN (7) who is 

holding his form well in this class. May feature prominently racing barefoot. ESPOIR D'YVEL (6) 

struggled in three walk ups since resuming. Better is expected however back in this discipline. Respect. 

A placing is within reach for CAMPO GRANDE (3) if able to bounce back from a below bar effort. 

Selections 

EASY ATOUT (8) - DANAKIL DE BELLEN (7) - ESPOIR D'YVEL (6) - CAMPO GRANDE (3)  



Race 7 

1. FARMER KERYVON - Improved 2L scorer in this class at Cagnes-sur-Mer a fortnight ago. Could 

replicate without shoes. 

2. FALCO DE JUMILLY - Returned to form with a good second in this grade at Cagnes-sur-Mer a 

fortnight ago. In the mix running barefoot. 

3. CEKEPEPERE - Second and fourth in weaker company on previous two runs. More needed up in 

class. 

4. EPICURIEN - 7L fourth in this class prior to down the field auto start run. Others make more appeal 

after a 280 day break. 

5. ELECTRIC BLUE - DQ in three of previous four starts. Hard to enthuse. 

6. DORNADO - Dramatic improvement with 8L success second up in this grade at this venue. Top 

chance if in the same form. 

7. ELLO FOSSAVIE - 14L fourth third up at this venue eleven days ago. Others hold stronger claims. 

8. FANGIO MADRIK - In great placed form with five frame visits from previous six starts. Key player 

without rear shoes. 

9. DJANGO OF CARLESS - 4L sixth in stronger company 21 days ago at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Eased in 

class. 

10. EASY MAZA - Placed in previous walk up prior to mixed mobile form. Could find a place racing 

barefoot. 

11. CANDIDO GES - Held eighth in claiming level at Lyon La Soie five days ago. Look elsewhere. 

12. DEAL ON LINE - Midfield efforts in tougher company on previous two outings. Others make more 

appeal. 

13. DAZZLE JET - 2L third in better company at Cagnes-sur-Mer three weeks ago. Consider racing 

barefoot. 

Summary 

DORNADO (6) improved to land a similar walk up in this class on second outing since resuming. If able 

to replicate will prove tough to pass. Top chance. FARMER KERYVON (1) showed progress to finish 

runner up in a similar Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up a fortnight ago. Key player racing barefoot. FALCO DE 

JUMILLY (2) rates an each way chance after returning to form at Cagnes-sur-Mer. FANGIO MADRIK 

(8) maintains place aspirations. 

Selections 

DORNADO (6) - FARMER KERYVON (1) - FALCO DE JUMILLY (2) - FANGIO MADRIK (8)  



Race 8 

1. DIAMS DE BASSIERE - 3L third in a weaker Cagnes-sur-Mer walk up six days ago. 

More needed but not discounted without shoes. 

2. BAMBINO DES FLOTS - Midfield efforts in weaker company this term. Others 

preferred. 

3. ELAN BAROQUE - 2L second in this company prior to mixed form down in class. 

Could sneak a placing without shoes. 

4. ENCIERRO JYL - Won three of last four driven contests at a lower level. Up in class 

but respected. 

5. DORUCK - 2L fifth in a stronger Agen walk up sixteen days ago. In the mix dropped 

in class running barefoot. 

6. CELTIC COMMANDER - Mixed walk up form and DQ on previous start in this class. 

Others more persuasive. 

7. DJEMBE D'ORGERES - Narrow scorer in an easier walk up at Cagnes-sur-Mer last 

month. More needed at this higher level. 

8. CASH DES CAILLONS - Third in a mounted race nine days ago at Cagnes-sur-Mer 

and needs more returning to a driven event. 

9. ALINEA - 14L sixth in this class on penultimate outing. Needs progress. 

10. BLACK JACK FROM - Failed to finish in previous six starts. Look elsewhere. 

11. DIRECT WAY - Good fourth in a class higher third up at Cagnes-sur-Mer. Key 

player eased in grade without rear shoes. 

Summary 

DIRECT WAY (11) could have too much class for his opposition dropping in grade after 

a fourth among tougher company at Cagnes-sur-Mer. The one to beat. DORUCK (5) 

can make the frame dropping in level. Produced a 2L fifth in a stronger Agen walk up 

prior. ENCIERRO JYL (4) is improving and looks set to deliver another personal best 

upped in grade. DIAMS DE BASSIERE (1) might find a placing racing barefoot. 

Selections 

DIRECT WAY (11) - DORUCK (5) - ENCIERRO JYL (4) - DIAMS DE BASSIERE (1) 


